




O U R  
A P P R O A C H



The Shiishyaa School is an integral part of the Shiishyaa Educational
Society that was founded in March 2010, with the aim of creating a

passion for continuous learning and enriching lives.
We've also been fortunate to have helped and supported under-privileged

children with either medical problems or educational shortcomings. 
 

We take pride in our association with the Have A Heart Foundation that
treats children with heart problems.

Our journey at The Shiishyaa School began in 2010 with an academic strength
of just eleven. 

 
In a short span we've been successful enough to inspire the love for learning

amongst our 180 students and their parents.



OUR 
FACILITIES



FOR STUDENTS
 
•A lot of space for the children to play and learn, the school is spread
across 10,000 sq. ft. with a well-managed helpdesk for instant inward
and outward communication
 
•CBSE curriculum with X-Seed, an innovative and proven way of
teaching
 
•A well-equipped library and computer laboratory
 
•Highly qualified and experienced staff
 
•Transport facility
 
•Doctors on call
 
•Medical checkups (pediatric, dental and ophthalmic) with our health
program partners Oyster N Pearl Hospital





PLAY 
GROUP



Toddlers are supposed to be the most difficult to
handle. But at The Shiishyaa School, the terrible twos
are considered the best time for exploratory learning.
Activeness, inquisitiveness, trial and errors are
encouraged here. 
 
The caring and stimulating environment, rich in
responsive interactions and relationships at Shiishyaa
promotes the development of a toddler's language and
communication skills as well as his/her physical growth.
Indeed they love learning here!



NURSERY



Our nursery curriculum reinforces development of
expressive language, communication and vocabulary. 
Children learn naturally through experience and real
life play situations. Personal, emotional and social
development is actively promoted at this stage.



JUNIOR &
 SENIOR KG



In this stage understanding of content, skills and concepts is
emphasised on. The curriculum reinforces children's

competencies in language as tools for learning and
communications. Reading, phonetics and numeric skills are

also introduced.

At this stage physical skills refine enabling children to
begin practicing writing. Personal and social

development continues to be priority, resulting in
greater autonomy, independence, enhanced self-help

skills, self-concept and confidence.

JUNIOR KG

SENIOR KG



PRIMARY



 

 
 

 
The CBSE curriculum has been developed adhering to the highest international
standards, focusing on imparting skill-based-knowledge using sequential learning
techniques. In order to open up minds and break all the barriers that confine
learning.
 
 
We follow the required best books as per the CBSE standards. Its a very  focussed
and holistic type of education that we provide. Assessment is based on the
Continuous And Comprehensive Evaluation Method.

PRIMARY



DAYCARE



Shiishyaa's Day Care facilities are
best suited for children from
ages 1+ and is open for all the
students.



Highly qualified supervisors and attendants who
genuinely care
Concentrate on hobby development
Limited admissions in order to provide individual
attention
Lessons in drawing and painting
Children are kept busy with various activities and
their homework overseen
Variety of interesting objects and textures to
provide them with physical challenges
Nutritious and hygienic food is provided. Outside
food is not allowed at our premises in order to
maintain hygiene standards
Parent-teacher interaction
Doctors on call

DAYCARE



ADMISSIONS 
OPEN



Admissions to The Shiishyaa are now open. We follow
the CBSE pattern of education and combine learning
with a wide range of extra curriculars and art with
highly qualified teachers and proven learning methods.
 



The Shiishyaa School is an integral part of the Shiishyaa
Educational Society that was founded in March 2010, with the
aim of creating a passion for continuous learning and
enriching lives. A good, stable holistic foundation is key to any
child's future and we at The Shiishyaa school believe in
nurturing and guiding the child to unleashing their vast
untapped potential.  Shiishyaa focusses on more than just
memorization and emphasises on intelligence both
intellectually and emotionally.




